O KAY! CIVILIZED RELIGIONS OWE THE AMERICAN INDIAN AN OPEN

APOLOGY FOR THE CHANGING OF SACRED WORDS THAT CAUSE THE DEATH OF
AFEW TRIBES .
Hold it! Let this poor dumb Savage catch up.
A P O L O G Y. from the Greek, apología meaning from the expression.
The word APOLOGY is a science in the language. To serve two functions.
(l)To present a defense against the subject or issue and put the offense
in a neutral position without any issues.
(2)To look back upon with a feeling of distress or loss for some past
event, act, or deed only and give a polite refusal to accept any responsibility to the future events or acts or deeds to the original
issue.
I got to hand it to you! Pretty Cute! I wonder how many Indian tribes
of the past fall for this one.
the American Indian that is to
This _APOLOGY must be made
WORLD MAKER who have a counter'
Every religious or Occult
One cannot use, TURN THE OTHER
It really doesn't matter' because it is not
receive the APOLOGY.
to the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT, A N D
science to the outcome of this APOLOGY.
person knows it and it cannot be changed.
CHEEK, because who among you dares to'
slap the CREATOR and state that one must turn the other cheek.
It is RETRIBUTION before anyone can be restored or receive spiritual
promises or gifts.
RETRÍBUTION. this to comes from the Latín, meaning
The breakdown of this word is a hummdinger' and there is no way ín Heaven
or Hell it can be fulfilled. Were on the subject of what has been done
to the American Indian Spiríjggally, not the taking of lands or his resource
or even the killing of complete tribes. To kill every American Indian
in North or South America will not change it. To kill every Indian would
now make it. even more immpossíble because to change the Bible or other
spiritual writtings back, would be void, because the CREATOR"stated that
the Indian would lead the way through the Vail and not' one who knew the
Indian and knows the way.

